
   

 

 

 

        

 

Part Four :          

 

Natural Scientific Essence ( software ) and  

      Property (application ) Societies 

 

 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::  

 

 

 

 

Intellectual Relativity 

of everybody and the whole humanity together and 

based on this relativity, every view is relative and 

thereby can be up to 100 % wrong. Views mentioned 

in this book is not any exception namely 

Can be up to 100 % wrong. 

 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

 

 

 



MEP in this study 

         MEP = Main Essence  and Property = Creator 

 (((((((((())))))))))(((((((((()))))))))) 

For making the MEP  easier  for understanding, study 

begins with human innovations in which 

A. Essence 

Every human innovation, has different constructional  

non physical intellectual dimensions. Among others 

( WVLMSFTA) etc. or will, value law, mathematics, 

structure, function, technology, aim etc.  by which 

innovated thing is constructed and 

B. Properties  

           or intellectual application thoughts by which  

           different  innovated things have their different 

           functions. 

C. Innovator’s Essence and properties 

 These Essence and property  by which , 

Innovated things are innovated and have different 

functions , are not 



intellectual essence and properties, in innovator’s brain 

Which are the main essence and properties, 

They are a copy of the innovator’s thoughts in 

essence  and properties of – innovated things. 

Because after innovation, essence and properties in the 

brain of the innovator, has not disappeared, they remain 

in the  brain of the innovator as the main form. 

D. Creation’s Essence and properties in which 

/ Every natural being has its, her, his own  

intellectual 

Constructional thoughts as Essence and 

Functional thoughts as properties. 

These natural beings essences and properties 

              are a copy of  the MEP who is  

        the Main Essence and property. 

There are endless essences and properties in the universe 

but , related to the Main essence and property, they have 

been mentioned in singular form because there is only 

one MEP in the whole endless universe 

 

       (((((((((())))))))))(((((((((()))))))))) 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Starting point 

                              Choosing  

        Natural scientific way of research and living 

 

  In the same way that, 

                  the MEP or the Main Essence and Property, or 

                 /  Main WVLMSFTA etc. of the universe and 

                 /  Main TAVDA etc.  affects   

                                                    in natural creatures  

                      and makes aimed changes, 

          without any need to human help of  

          without any man made means. again  

In the same way,  

                             can human being, make changes 

       in her and his  

/ intellectual body (sum of every personality’s  

                                WVLMSFTA etc. thoughts and 

/ physical body and 

/ do  changes in other people and  

/ other creatures 

Outside her and his body, 

Again in the same way which happens 

In everyday life, 



    in human body and the whole universe, 

    both in micro and macro levels  

   

 :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

       

Practicability of the view 

          is 
 Existing and functioning universe 

 Which is created and functions 

 Without any human help and 

 Without any man made means 

 

      :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

                    ( here aim of two withouts is not 

                 Without human engagement, It is rather, 

                           Human interference, in 

   “ natural scientific function of the natural beings by       

      / man made ( WVLMSFTA etc.) will,  

         value, law, mathematics 

          structure, function, technology, aim etc.)and 

       / man made means among others like 

         -- Double - slit experiment, in quantum mechanics 

          --  CERN activities, 

         -- researches in hospitals with man made 

             intellectual and physical means. 

         Otherwise, Every human being should  take part in 



                   Searches and studies for her and his 

                    general natural scientific development. 

  

                      :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

           Thereby 

      So long studies  are not without any human  

              in novated intellectual and physical means 

       they are not creation aimed natural scientific studies, 

        Like CERN particle accelerator, activities, or   

          bubble slit experiment in quantum  mechanics or 

           studies in hospitals with man made means etc.) 

    Empirical realities made by man made means 

    are not natural scientific realities thereby 

          their studies are not natural scientific studies 

           they are man made studies with 

         man made intellectual and physical innovations. 

           ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
 

   

   Falsification 

                              of the view 

  Falsifying the view by proving that 

  Without human intellectual help or physical innovated       

means , the universe could not exists and function.. 



This prove absoltly s not possible because the universe 

and body of human being , has been existed , 

Befor she or he becomes aware of her or his existence 

In this universe. 

  

  

 

 

                Three evaluation points 

Unimaginability 

        Living behind present man made societies and 

         Thinking, talking, looking, acting, living Natural 

scientifically, without any man made    intellectual and 

physical WVLMSFTA etc. is unimaginable but 

                Undeniability 

 This is undeniable that man made intellectual and 

 Physical WVLMSFTA etc. are not natural scientific and 

result of this  un – natural scientifically is all human 

intellectual, physical,  social, environmental etc. diseases 

and problems. 

               The only way 

    Based on undenyability , the only way is 

     Going way of  

               the main natural scientific WVLMSFTA etc. 

            and property .. 

           ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



 

 

 

 

 

 Chapter Five : 

      

A. Home universities  

            In 

 Creation university 

        Every natural creature is 

             / a natural scientific book with 

          / its, her, his WVLMSFTA etc. as its content, 

       / materialized in physical body of the creature. 

 Thereby 

Libraries 

               In every point of the universe 

        / there are different creatures as 

        / different books in it 

Which makes the place as a library or home 

library for    those who living there. 

Laboratories 

 These libraries, are at the same time for 

 Research on 

   a..  Thought- ization of matter  
Or converting physical body 

To non physical WVLMSFTA etc. and 

properties 

   b..  Materialization of the thought 

Converting non physical thoughts 

To the physical body like all 

Human innovation thoughts 



In innovated means 

 And all human activities as 

Result of the non physical  “ thoughts” 

behind them 

              ((((((((())))))(((((()))))))((((((())))))) 

A.   Physical Home Universities related to 

 

MFPS   

“ Matter Feeling Property” Societies or 

Human Societies with using “ MFP” 

Or 

Post-Democratic Physical Natural Scientific 

Essence (software ) and Property( application) Societies. 

Without man made intellectual and physical means 

With the human physical body and the physical 

universe by 

             Using MFP or Matter Feeling Property 

 

  An replacing example for Chapter five 

 

 Natural scientific societies, without any man made 

intellectual and physical innovation means, 

 Which will be replaced by 

natural scientific discovered means, 

for example, present existing man made internet, will be 

replaced by, 

ca.  8 000 000 000 People non physical " mind " as 

Natural scientific internet, 

in which, 



 everybody's " mind " is her or his " website in this 

internet. 

 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

Societies and home universities 

Home university - zation of the cities, By leaving the 

cities and establishing, Natural home universities, 

For not being dependent to others in natural needs, 

Among them, 

/  Job, in which everybody is a natural scientific  

researcher with two main results, 

     1.. universally, everybody is universal researcher and 

      2. universally nobody is dependent to others for a job. 

/ Nutrition articles,  

       in which everybody is NS researcher, with two main 

results 

     1.  Universally everybody becomes natural 

scientifically nutrition expert with lesser and lesser 

          Diseases and illness and 

      2.. Universally everybody becomes independent  

           to other in nutrition articles .  



         / dependence which is hunger  

          / hunger which is abused in all human history. 

 Again  

           Universally producing nutrition articles, leads to 

           Universally becoming independent in access  

                   to food and avoiding hunger and dependence 

 to others for food. 

in researching and producing them, 

  Ultimately, not being dependent to any other people 

            For nutrition articles. 

/ Medicine, 

 in which everybody, is life long researcher  

  On her and his bodies with two main results, 

     1..  universally becoming Medicine doctor and 

      2.  not being dependent in other people as doctor etc. 

/ other eras ...... 

One important point here is this point that 

Universally independent does not mean, 



universally separation of people from each others 

 it is rather  

universal independence in universal oneness.. 

this universal oneness is in three different levels 

     1.. individual oneness in which 

          Everybody’s intellectual WVLMSFTA etc. 

          Becomes like her or his body’s WVLMSFTA etc. 

 Which is an universal oneness 

   In thinking of everybody with her and his body’s 

          Natural scientific function. 

   2.. universal oneness with other people 

        In which 

       Universal oneness of every  individual  

                    Becomes unified with 

                      Universal oneness of  

                                the whole humanity together.. 

 

3.. universal oneness with other creatures 



       Oneness of every individual, 

 With animals, birds and inorganic beings. 

And their function according to the creation’s natural 

scientific WVLMSFTA etc. which leads to 

 Oneness in function of everybody with 

 Other creature’s WVLMSFTA etc. 

Like an human body in which 

 Endless atoms, cells, organs, 

 / Despite their individual functions 

 / all of the are an unified human body and 

   Function in oneness. 

  

(((((((((((((((())))))))))))))))(((((((((((((((())))))))))))))))) 

 

Again based on this point that human body and nature  

are NS beings, 

A. Human properties should be used in NS way like 

        / thinking, talking, looking, deciding, acting should 

be as a natural scientist, 



B..  Avoiding covid – 19  and all other man made  

    problems,  

   by establishing natural scientific societies with NS     

home university in which everybody from time of being a 

child to time of leaving, physical body 

   (for starting, non physical essence and property life ) 

is a natural scientist. 

C. by Home university - zation, 

1.    Everybody has not only a natural scientific               

job, even NS life .thereby is not depended to the 

cities for man made jobs in 

A.  stores 

B. Banks, 

C. State employee 

D. Military 

E. Man made Technology 

F. Every man made job  

G. etc. etc. etc. 

     2.    Everybody has needed nutrition articles 



by NS searching, production and NS using them, thereby, 

nobody is dependent on cities for nutrition articles and 

thereby, never will be hunger because of not having food 

articles. 

     3.   Everybody research on her and his body and 

thereby is not dependent to hospitals of cities etc. 

             In these home universities 

By NS ( TALTDA) thinking, awareness, looking, talking, 

deciding, acting and generally living everybody will 

avoid almost all kinds of diseases including co vid 19 and 

thereby, any  need to hospitals. 

               The aim is, among others 

Home university- zation of the cities, by leaving the 

cities and establishing, Natural home universities, 

In which, human body ,nutrition articles and every 

natural being is a research means 

For developing towards the relative all knowerness 

and not being dependent to others in natural needs. 

 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

 



 

 

 

(((((((((((())))))))))))(((((((((((((((((()))))))))))))))))))))))) 

 

 

 

5.1   The human body and the whole universe 

 

The human body, nature and the universe are natural 

scientific beings, and the man-made things are not 

This irrelevance, among others, has caused the following 

general damages 

 

1.  By not thinking, talking and not living the natural 

scientific way, the human loses, among others, the 

sciences on 

            / knowing his or her own body, 

            / knowing about nutrition 

            / and knowing about the environment 

in a natural scientific way, 

2.  As a result of the mentioned irrelevances, 

Humanity suffers of, among others, so many 

Intellectual, physical, social and environmental diseases 

  and problems. 

 

          (((((((((((((((((((((())))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))) 

 

 

5.2     Time's Logic and its Development 
 

One of the dimensions of time is its division into : 



past – present - future 

In this Logic 
Always the present is the future of the past 

And the future is the coming present this means that,  

The present societies are 

Neither past Nor future societies. 

 

     This development will continue until the human enters 

First 

   Into the post-democratic natural scientific societies 

    Without any man made intellectual or physical 

     Innovation and there after 

Second 

             Will humanity enter to the  

             Post NS Physical societies namely 

        / not only without any man made  

        / even without “ natural physical bodies 

          Like human and universe bodies. 

In other words  

      Non physical essence and property 

      Of human body’s and universe body’s –  

                      societies 

in which 

there will not be any matter-related time. 

 

 

((((((((((((((((((())))))))))))))))(((((((((((((((((((()))))))))))))) 
  

 

 

5.3      Five different empirical realities 

 



As it has been mentioned, Because the “existing 

societies’ ( WVLMSFTA etc.) are man-made and not 

natural scientific, with the existing intellectual, physical, 

social and environmental diseases, damages, problems 

etc., the development dynamic as the “ actual reality” 

Is changing and will change man-made societies 

Towards the “ post man-made “ societies Namely 

the natural scientific societies, in which there will not be 

any man-made intellectual or physical means, 

      First there will be, the physical natural scientific 

society and  

     Secondly there will be 

the non-physical essence and property societies. 

  

((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((())))))))))))))))))))))))))))))  

 

 

5.4    Home universities 

 

The MEP as MER or Main Empirical Reality . 
 

the Non-Physical Main Essence and Property of the 

universe 

have constructed and given function to every natural 

creature and the whole universe. 

The whole universe is the University of the MEP 
With every point in it as a home university for the 

human being in which 

every natural creature is 
    /  a natural scientific book with 

/ its, her, his WVLMSFTA as the content of the book 

    / materialized in the body of the creatures. Thereby, 



in the Libraries, in every point of the universe, 

    / there are different creatures as 

   / different books in it, which makes 

   / every place as a library like a home library. 

Laboratories, they are converting Research by the 

thought- ization of the physical creatures for finding 

their 

NS essence or WVLMSFTA etc. These activities make 

every place or the home a research center or laboratory. 

 

Thinking, talking, activity, living are all 

    / based on the essence ( WVLMSFTA etc.) or 

      constitution of every creature, in other words 

societies without any man-made intellectual 

or physical WVLMSFTA etc. 
 

                    ((((((((()))))))))))))(((((((()))))))))))))  

 

5.5   Daily life, without any man-made means 

      

  5.5.1 There are three different co - relations 

                      study and Activity eras 

                                   in the home universities 

A. the correlation of every personality with his or her 

own body. 

B. the correlation of every personality with other people 

and with the thinking brain having creatures. 

C. the correlation of every personality with other 

creatures without a thinking brain in the universe. 

 

A. Properties Related to his or her own body 
 



Every individual’s Personality has a process between, 

thinking and acting. this process in 

/ his or her own level, can be used in 

/ other people and in 

/ other natural creatures. 

His or her own level 

if some Personality, for example will talk about 

something, 

 

  
1.by using non material “ thinking “ property thinks 

    to do something, ex. talking.  

2. by Using non material decision making, 

        property   makes a  decision   ex. talking . by 

3.  Using non material “ affecting property, for 

4.  affects in non material talking property or  

     application of the brain and 

5.  Affects in physical organ of talking and there after 

6.  non physical personality , talks physically . 

      Thereby, physical act of talking is  

           result of  5 non - physical acts.  

 

 ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
 

 

B. In connection to other people and 

the thinking brain-having creatures. 
In this connection with other people, 

after the first 4 different non-physical acts, 

instead of affecting his or her own brain and body 

        for doing something, the Personality 



comes into the   

            non physical universe of personalities, with  

/ non physical essence, 

/ non physical properties, 

/ non physical Minds etc.  

 

instead of talking physically by the tongue and mouth, 

the Personality talks intellectually or non- physically , 

by the non-physical " talking property ". 

thereby 

talking becomes intellectually. 
 

C.  In connection to other creatures 

without a thinking brain in the universe. 

In this case the creatures 

without a thinking brain and thinking property, 

every non-physical Personality, can 

after the first 4 steps, in her or his brain 

1. The non physical personality 

2. can intellectually affect  

3. in the" non-physical " essence " of the 

related   creatures 

4.               by the " affecting property” and  

5. do the desired changes. 

 

 

 

 

 

Practicability 

 



This “ intellectually “ affecting and making different “ 

Physical” changes is behind all physical activities of the 

universe, including human birth. Because the universe 

and human  ( before her or his “ awareness property starts 

its function ) are not aware about their own existence) but 

again the universe is active. Thereby, 

In the same way, 

      1. Everybody, not only has capability of, 

intellectually, make both physical and intellectual 

changes in her or his body 

In the same way 

      2.  Can both intellectually and physically affect in 

other people and 

3.  Can both intellectually and affect in other creatures. 

 

Human non physical life has its own NS regulations for 

security without any place for   un security or anarchy. 

For ex. in the same way that in present time 

Despite existence of around 8 000 000 000 human non 

physical “ minds “ or biological USB, there is not any 

Mind anarchy. Every “mind” works for her or his own 

personality. It is the same in the human “ non physical 

life” with NS security, NS human right and without any 

place for anarchy. 

 

Capability of the non physical personality  
 

in the same way that  
everybody’s non physical personality, has  the 

capability of affecting in her or his body for 

both physical and intellectual changes, 

         in the same way 



every body can affect both physically and     

non physically in both 

/ other peoples and 

/ other creatures for the aimed changes. 

      Human has the capability of these activities. 

This non physical life is developed more among others in 

chapter 6. 

 

 (((((((((((((((((((((()))))))))))))))))))))) 

 

(((((((((((((((((((((()))))))))))))))))))))) 

 

Home universities at present time 

 
       / Different on line studies 

       / Different  distance studies,  

       / Distance demonstrations, 

      / Different global networks like, google yahoo etc. 

 

And possibility of those who are connected to internet 

in seeking answer for their questions are first steps and 

beginning for global home universities. 

 

Next important point is, 

Giving earth to people as home university, spreading out 

cities and universities to every home by 

universalization of the access to studies. 

 

           At present time, in this stage, 

this university- zation is physical but  

            in the next stage will change to the non physical 

home university – zation by among others “ mind 



internet” etc. 

                        (((((((((((((((((((((()))))))))))))))))))))) 

 

5.6.    Medical treatments of he Physical Body 

 

Hospitals as an example  

In the same way that, 

           Different organs of every patient and surgeons, 

 themselves are created  

/ without surgeons and  

           / without  all human innovated surgery means 

In the same way 

 Can all diseases be treated without 

 Any man made means. 

The first point to do is, 

 To Replace, man made innovation way of studies and  

activities with NS discovery solution way of studies and 

activities. At the same time, Intellectual and physical 

innovations, can be used as a bridge between 

      Present time, societies and future’s NS societies 

       Without them.. 



 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

 

      Every natural creature is a written book, by finding 

its Alphabet, that creature can be read like a man-made 

book. Every creature is constructed and functions 

according to its, her or his essence or WVLMSFTA etc. 

By learning the essence of the creature, 

changes can be made. For example, in the case of the 

human brain, based on the brain's WVLMSFTA etc. 

everybody can even treat her or his own brain 

without any need for man-made means, for example 

Laser Technology etc. . 

The treating process, 
/the non-material Personality 

/ by using different properties and 

/ for going ( being, because the Personality is not 

physical, by willing to be somewhere immediately, the 

Personality is there) inside the aimed cell or part etc. and 

/ knowing the essence or WVLMSFTA etc. of the related 

subject, and/ by controlling the construction of the non-

physical essence of the aimed point or seeking after and 

Thereafter the Personality, 

/ can find the physical damaged point in the structural 

construction in the form of 

/ lacking something or 

/ something being in excess or 

/ being damaged etc. 

thereafter the Personality 
/ can affect the physical part and compensate for the 



lacking or excess in the body , by using his or her  

“ affecting property power “ as a surgery means. 

 

Comparing between man-made and NS surgery. 
 

Man-made laser surgery,  
1.    The surgeon with his or her physical body 

uses man-made means 

and makes the desired changes in the aimed point 

         2.     The natural scientific surgeon, by his or her “ 

own Personality, “ the non-physical Personality 

by using his or her own non-physical “ affecting property 

“ makes the desired change by his or her affecting 

property. Without any need of the man-made laser or 

other technologies. 

Observation 
This proof for this “thought surgery “ by the affecting 

property, among endless others, is the human activities in 

which every act of everybody 

is the result of her or his “ thought “ about something, 

for example,  talking, going, working etc. in which 

the non-physical Personality of every individual, 

by 

using the non-physical “ affecting property “ affects in 

the physical body and does the desired physical act. 

In this way , 
Everybody can treat even herself or himself 

even by doing surgery on his or her own brain. 

 

((((((((((((((((((((((((((())))))))))))))))))))))))))))) 
  

     5.7    De - naturalization 



 

 Without any doubt at present level of 

human way of living, not only, many man made 

means are necessary , even without them would   

patients suffer to much. 

 

 But what is important here, 

         Changing thinking life to the NS life, by 

1. Making homes, as home universities and among 

others  

2. Avoiding different diseases and damages etc. 

 

The worst dimension of this denaturalization is this 

point that by the activities based on man-made 

WVLMSFTA … the human does not follow 

the natural scientific thinking and activities and 

thereby, Looses NS learning in the related creatures and 

subjects. For example, in the case of internet, 

by not following, 
the NS Humanity Internet Network 

he and she loses communication 

 

with more that almost 8000 000 000 people 

in a global network, in which, 

every person’s “ mind”  is as her or his website in this 

“ NS Humanity Internet Network. “ 

 

 

 

Other non-physical essence internets are, 
 

the Atom Essence internet, 



the Cell Essence internet, 

the Brain Essence internet, 

the Plant biological essence internet, 

the Insect biological essence internet, 

the Birds’ biological essence internet, 

the Animal biological essence internet, 

the Human biological essence internet, 

All known and unknown universes' essence internet. 

 

By using these internets, 

Not only people can have communication, 

Even everybody can have a connection with 

Every existing natural creature in the universe, 

Not only an internet connection, 

even by using the non-physical Personality outside the 

body, everybody can be everywhere, 

 

From yet not discovered, pre quark beings, 

To inside the atom, cell, sun, planets, etc. 

Because the Personality is not a physical being, she or he 

can be everywhere in the universe, without any need 

                        for flying or walking. 

 

((((((((((((((((()))))))))))))))))))((((((((((((((((()))))))))))))))) 
 

 

 

 

5.8    Re- naturalization 
 

Re- naturalization is for all dimensions of man-made 

WVLMSFTA etc. 



 

Among others, replacing dependence by 

de-concentration in cities and other power centres, 

With replacing cities 

with Home Universities by home university – zation  

of the cities 

by making cities smaller and smaller and by giving 

access to everybody for a NS life in natural libraries and 

laboratories which means 

 less power concentration and more independence for 
everybody by 

Universalization of access to 

Creation books and laboratories. 

 

Very easy and touchable, both physically and 

intellectually, examples in this case are hospitals and 

their " Re – Naturalization" activities, for 

treatment of diseases, created by the 

denaturalized way of peoples' thinking, eating, living etc. 

 

All the time, researchers try 

A. To understand the " NS " functional way of the body 

and organs 

B. To Find " the De – naturalized" activities as the cause 

of diseases and ultimately, 

C. By leaving behind point B. and re- activating 

the NS function of the related organs by 

the needed medicines etc. 

In this way, 
by leaving behind the denaturalized causes in the body 

and by the re naturalization of the activities, 

first of all people develop intellectually in the related 



subjects, such as by becoming a physicist, chemist, 

biologist etc. 

 

This Home University - zation and power de 

concentration, 
By making the size of cities smaller and smaller and 

By universalization of access to 

all of the Creation books and laboratories. 

At the same time, 
This universalization of power is based in the universal 

unity and oneness. 

         Like in the human body, despite the individual 

function of billions of cells, all of them together are 

one body. 
The present modern societies are concentrated in cities in 

which People are dependent on the cities, among others, 

For food, 

For jobs, 

For hospitals, 

     For universities etc.   . 

 

How can this dependence be taken away ? 

For example, in the case of food, the universalization 

of nutrition studies both happen 
    a.   in the production of the food articles and 

    b   for studying them, and this leads to, among others, 

the independence in the access of food articles and 

as a nutrition researcher and expert, this leads to 

Knowing the food articles, eating, drinking right etc. 

which leads to a healthy life and having no need for 

hospitals etc. 

((((((((((((((((((((((((((())))))))))))))))))))))))))))) 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Summary  : chapter five 

 

Chapter five is about Natural scientific 

societies, without any man made intellectual and 

physical innovation means, 

but with replaced natural scientific discovered means, 

for example, present existing man made internet, will be 

replaces by, 

ca.  8 000 000 000 People non physical " mind " as 

Natural scientific internet, 

in which, everybody's " mind " is her or his " website in 

this internet. 

 

((((((((((((((((((((((())))))))))))))))))))))((((((((((((((())))))))) 

 

Observation, 
The aim of this study for replacement of the man-made 

things with natural ones, 

is not leaving behind all man-made innovations and 

living without them. 

The aim is, 

Meanwhile man-made innovations are used, 

the orientation should be like a natural scientist which 



should be discovering the needed natural way or means 

of problem solving. 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------

- 

Based on these points 

 

1. The human body and nature are NS beings but man-

made things are not. 

2. The present societies related to time, 

               past – present- future, 

even man-made future societies are naturally 

scientifically invalid. 

3.  The actual empirical reality, the development dynamic 

changes man-made intellectual and physical innovations 

and replaces them with new ones. 

 

And example for this development is 

 

Existing situation in 2020 related to the covid – 19 and 

damages made by human being because of wrong  

 WVLMSFTA etc in which 

 Researchers ( not all because many so 

called scientists are themselves cause of these  

Intellectual, physical, social diseases for human being 

and damages in nature .  

This group of so called natural scientists 

 

has made not only human body, society, earth, oceans, 

even the space as a garbage can) .  

 some researchers, try among others to understand causes 

of diseases and damages for avoiding them and behaving 



natural scientific which is among those steps from  

    / man made WVLMSFTA etc. and living to 

    / natural scientific WVLMSFTA etc. and living. 

 

 ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

Three evaluation dimensions of the views 

 

Unimaginability,  

NS societies seem to be unimaginable, but at the   

same time, 

Undeniable 

It is undeniable that man-made things are not NS and 

thereby irrelevant to the natural universe. hereby 

Present studies based on, only existing man made 
empirical reality are wrong because, 

1. Is not based on the human body’s and nature’s 

Natural scientific empirical reality, and thereby, 

 

Have a wrong basis, 

2. Have not any goal specially NS goal, because 

They take only existing man made realities, 

                  Thereby 

These studies 

a. Has not NS basis, 

b. Has not any NS goal and 

c.Is only a study without NS basis and goal.  

The only way, 

                  Because of the invalidity of the man-made 

intellectual and physical means, will humanity 

leave behind man-made societies and will enter into the 

post-democratic or Natural Scientific societies 



with every home as an home university. 

 

Home universities 

Re-naturalization 
Of human WVLMSFTA etc. in thinking, talking, 

working , living etc. in the NS intellectual universe. 

In home universities 

everybody is a NS student from birth and childhood 

upwards to physical death and thereafter. 

The thinking, talking, acting, living etc. (TTAL) of 

every Personality in relation to his or her own body 

and other people and creatures, there will be 

existing concentrated researches in every house 

as the home universities. 

 

The practicability, 

Again, not only in the future, even today, 

The natural scientific researchers try 

to know and understand the human body and nature and 

implement them and 

avoid mistakes and follow the natural scientific 

WVLMSFTA etc. 

Thereby, 

the first steps for establishing NS societies are taken and 

will continue. 

Present studies based on, only existing man made 
empirical reality are wrong because, 

1. Is not based on the human body’s and nature’s 

Natural scientific empirical reality, and thereby, 

Have a wrong basis, 

2. Has not any goal specially NS goal, because 

They take only existing man made realities, 



  Thereby these studies 

/  Has not any NS basis, 

                      /  Has not any NS goal and 

                      /  it is only a study in related point /s. 

((((((((((((((((((((((((((())))))))))))))))))))))))))))) 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      ((((((((((((())))))))))))))))(((((((((((((((((((()))))))))))))) 

 

About dying 
Only physical creatures who or which 

need water, food, air for living, they will die but not the 

Individuality, Personality, properties etc. which 

have not any physical body and have not any need for air, 

water, food etc. 

Non Physical living property and life after physical 

death 

One of the best definitions for “ living property” is “ dead 

body “ in dead body, Physical body is existing but has 

not living function, thereby living property should be a “ 

non physical “ being, thereby, because of “ not being “ 

physical, 

The Non physical personality, will continue, her and his 

non physical life in a non physical natural scientific 

society. 

 



     ((((((((((((())))))))))))))))(((((((((((((((((((())))))))))))))  
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter six  

 

 Non Physical Home Universities  

  

Without MFP Societies or 

         Without Matter Feeling Property, societies or 

Post-Democratic         

Non-Physical Natural Scientific 

     Essence and Property Societies 

Without both 

                 Man made mean and 

 Without 

 human physical body,  physical universe. 

 

((((((((((((((((((())))))))))))))))(((((((((((((((((((()))))))))))))) 

 

  

 

 

 

Human  

/ physical “ brain, 



/  non physical “ Mind “ 

/ non physical “ personality” 

 

 

 

       Non physical life of’ 

 Everybody’s “ Mind “ In which, 

 Neither mind  

 Nor its contents are physical, 

 Both of them are non physical.  

1.     Physical universe  

               related to the Mind : examples 

/  Physical body of parents 

/  Physical body of a Mobile 

/  Physical body of an airplane  

       2.  Human brain 

          A. Physical part of the Brain which  

               Can be seen, touched physically. 

         B. Brain’s non physical properties or  

             applications 

  By which physical impulses reached to brain 

  Coverts to non physical thoughts or concepts 

  For ex.  

Impulse from parents, mobile, airplane etc.     

converts to 



                      Non physical concept of the parents, 

        Mobile, airplane etc. and 

 Saves in non physical Mind. 

     What is existing in the mind 

Neither are physical brain 

Nor physical parents, physical mobile, 

Physical airplane etc. 

Both mind itself and its contents are 

    Non physical thoughts or concepts etc.,  

3.  the Mind      

             Is like an biological USB, in which are all 

              non physical information collected. 

        4.     Non physical – physical togetherness 

                 One of very strange but very butiful functions 

      In the universe is togetherness and cooperation of the  

 Matter and non matter ,  

 Like cooperation between  

   Non physical Mind and physical brain or 

Mind with physical body and 

 Physical universe. 



Small summary: Non matter – Matter 

 Mind and its contents, are 

 Neither 

 physical brain 

 Nor  

             physical beings like parents, mobile, airplane. 

            ((((((((())))))))))(((((((((())))))))) 

 

Non physical life and activities 

                 Before 

Every physical act of the brain  

 
 if some non physical Personality, for example will talk 

about something,  
1.by using non material “ thinking “ property thinks 

    to do something, ex. talking.  

2. by Using non material decision making, 

        property   makes a  decision   ex. talking . by 

3.  Using non material “ affecting property, for 

4.  affects in non material talking property or  

     application of the brain and 

5.  Affects in physical organ of talking and there after 

6.  non physical personality , talks physically . 

      Thereby, physical act of talking is  

           result of  5 non - physical acts.  



In other words, 

          Non physical life gives form and function 

 To the physical life. 

This means that even today, 

   Every non physical personality has mainly a 

   Non physical active life 

 

 

 

           ((((((((())))))))))(((((((((())))))))) 

 

 

 

Two different universes : 

a. Physical parts belonging to the physical universe 

Like physical brain,  etc. and  

b. Non physical thought, like human mind and its 

contents  belonging  to the 

                                    Non physical universe. 

 in this way very easy can we touch  

             difference between non matter and matter .  

            ((((((((())))))))))(((((((((())))))))) 

 

 



 

 

Practicability  
of the non physical mentioned views. Even today, 

everybody’s personality has, a non physical life, 

touchable 

 a. in the sleeping time and 

 b. in case of “ both together” or being awake but leaving 

physical body 

 

These cases happens “ according to the creation laws” 

for personality. 

 One of the main tests for human life,  

In the first step  is, 

finding how can personality herself or himself, 

                    leave “ togetherness “ 

     with physical body whenever is wished and 

                      in the second step 

 

Not using the matter feeling property, 

When personality does not use “ MFP”, 

There will not be, any human physical body and 

There will not be any physical universe, 

There will be 

     /  non physical (WVLMSFTA etc. and 

                  / non physical TAVDA & DCD properties 

For a “ non physical life”. 

  

 

((((((((((((((()))))))))))))))(((((((((((((((())))))))))))))))))) 

 

 



 

Falsifying , 

 

Those who deny existence of a non physical life, 

First of all they should prove that, 

There is not any non physical personality, 

Something which is impossible, 

Because, 

As it has been developed before,, 

Physical body, even physical brain, 

Not only is not any DCDer in its functions, 

They are not even aware of their own existence. 

thereby 

/ If human being is aware about her and his existence, 

It is by the non physical awareness property or 

application and 

/ DCD er for using the brain and the body 

Is the non physical personality. Thereby, 

Again falsifying existence of the non physical personality 

Is impossible. In the case of those who do this unnatural 

scientifically, they negate in the first hand 

                 Existence of their own personality. 

But even this negation is wrong because they have a 

personality who administrate their Physical activities 

 ( in using the body. Not natural scientific activities of the 

body which are natural activities). 

This 

Impossibility of falsifying the existence of the 

personality, 

1. Falsify their own falsification view and 

2.  Verifies, what they falsify namely, 

      there is “ non physical personality. 



 

            (((((((((((()))))))))))))))((((((((((((((((()))))))))))) 

 

 

 

 

 Short Presentation of the Chapter 

 

Chapter  is about, human life, without, her and his 

physical body and without physical universe. 

based on their non physical, essences ( WVLMSFTA 

etc.) or soft ware", 

 by which human body and universe are constructed and 

non physical Properties or in computer language " 

applications", by which human body and universe have 

different functions. 

 

It is about, Human life 

1.  Not only will be without man made means, 

2.   the life will be 

      Even without, human physical body and 

3.  Even without physical Universe , 

     based on their non-physical, essences ( WVLMSFTA 

etc.) or in the computer language "software"  

 

( essence and soft ware are not exactly same points but as 

being non physical thoughts of the program writer by 

which innovations, and creation are constructed,  

innovated and created, are same point). 

 

      1.  by which the human body and universe are 

constructed and 



      2.  the non-physical Properties or in 

         computer language " applications", by which the 

human body and universe have different functions. 

 

         :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

The man-made innovations will be replaced by 

Natural Scientific discovered 

      1.  physical means for physical life without man      

made means in chapter five and 

      2.  non physical means for the non physical life 

           Presented in chapter six. 

for example, the present existing man-made internet will 

be replaced by 

 

@ Mind internet @ of around 8 000 000 000 people " as 

a Natural Scientific Internet, in which, everybody's " 

mind " is her or his " website “ in it. 

 

In this way of living 

      1.  Life of non physical personality, without man 

made means but with human physical body and physical 

universe, and 

                   in the living way thereafter 

      2.  Life of non physical Personality Not only life 

without man made means , even  Without human 

physical body and even Without physical body of the 

universe. 

 

((((((((((((((((((())))))))))))))))(((((((((((((((((((()))))))))))))) 

 

  



 

In the same way that, 

in the physical life, 

activities are related to physical bodies, 

In the same way, 

In the non-physical life, 

1.  the Activities of everybody 

2.  Are by her or his Non-physical Personality, 

3.  By using, the essence and property 

4.  In connection with the essence and property of others 

           Without any physical activity, 

 5.  But by 

          / the non-physical Personality, there is not any 

physical body thereby, 

        / there is not any physical movement 

        / she or he has immediate presence everywhere, 

        / inside the non-physical essence of every creature 

from pre quarks, atom, cell, his or her own brain, 

 to the sun, space etc. 

       1.  for “ intellectual “ activities. by using, 

       2.  among others, the non-physical properties. 

thereby, humanity will generally start 

a NS non-physical intellectual essence and property life 

in the post-democratic natural scientific societies. 

  

(((((((((((((((((((((())))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))) 

 

 

 

 

 

The Practicability of these views 



As it has been developed, in the 

Personality’s three different lives, 

Even today, in two of them, 

/ in sleeping time and 

/ in being awake time, by leaving the physical body, 

Everybody has these two lives, 

What is lacking is, 

the concentration in Personality and non-physical life, 

By which the human can find 

How in these two cases, 

the Personality leaves the physical body and 

Thereafter, 

Every Personality can whenever they want ,leave the 

physical body, 

Not only just in these two cases. 

Again the cause that the Personality, 

Has not oneness in the case of physical and non-physical 

lives is because of the Present human has concentrated in 

the physical life, and almost absolutely, has not any 

activities for understanding and having a Non-physical 

life, 

An example, 

There are many different professors in different subjects 

But they can’t speak Persian or Swedish. 

When an Persian or Swede talk in Persian or Swedish, 

those professors don’t understand what the Iranian or 

Swede are saying. Here being a professor and not 

understanding those languages does not mean being two 

different Personalities. Again, the professor is active in 

the related subjects, therefore he knows about   those 

subjects, 

But the same professor has not been active in learning 



Persian or Swedish, therefore, in the speaking time, she 

or he can’t talk Persian or Swedish. 

The Personality of the professor, both in relation to the 

professor’s subject and language is the same. 

In the case of Personality, related to the non-physical life, 

it is the same, the Personality of people, related to their 

physical life is the same with the Personalities of the 

same people in their non-physical life. 

 

In the first case, 

     1.  the Personality in the awake physical life, 

          because of being engaged with and having 

information and in different levels knows, what she or he 

does, but 

in the second case 

      2.  same personality in the physically sleeping time 

           has almost totally another non physical activities 

Bridging,  making a bridge between first two lives 

Biologically, personality is not “ decider in process of 

sleeping or being awake. In the case of sleeping, 

Personality only decides for sleeping but does not play 

any role in going over to sleeping. In the case of 

becoming awake, personality has not any role in 

becoming awake. From physical process of the body in 

these two cases we should find Non physical laws of 

sleeping and becoming awake and ultimately 

Making a bridge between them for 

Personality’s consciously biological sleeping and 

Consciously biological becoming awake. 

 

6.1      Time's Logic and its development 

 



One of the dimensions of time is its division into : 

past – present - future 

In this Logic 
Always the present is the future of the past 

And the future is the coming present this means that,  

The present societies are 

Neither past Nor future societies. 

 

     This development will continue until the human enters 

First 

    

    Without any man made intellectual or physical 

     Innovation and there after 

Second 

             Will humanity enter to the  

             Post NS Physical societies namely 

        / not only without any man made  

        / even without “ natural physical bodies 

          Like human and universe bodies. 

In other words  

      Non physical essence and property 

      Of human body’s and universe body’s –  

                      societies 

in which 

there will not be any matter-related time. 

 

  

 

 :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
 

6.2  Nature’s natural scientific empirical reality 

As it has been developed, the present man-made 



empirical reality is changing and will be changed, 

by the Development Dynamic as  

t he “ actual “ empirical reality. 

 

      In the same way that, 

Researchers try to know more and more about the 

human body and nature and follow them for 

avoiding all bad lifestyle related diseases and 

problems, 

In the same way, 

This development will be 

1.  Among all subjects and 

2.  All people and it will be universal. 

 

In this level humanity will enter into 

the post-democratic natural scientific societies 

without any man-made intellectual or physical means. 

This physical natural scientific empirical reality is 

a materialized copy of the non-physical MER or 

the Main Empirical Reality ( MER) 

 

This MER reality 

              /  is created by the MEP, 

              / is a copy of the MEP’s thoughts for 

              / making thoughts more touchable for the human     

in 

              / the creation university and 

              / the home universities, For 

/ developing universally the human 

towards “ Relative All Knowerness”. 

 

 ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



 

 

6.3        There are three Different combined Universes  

               ( related to matter and non-matter ) 

 

 

1.  The Physical Universe 

2.  The Non-Physical Essence and Property Universe 

3.  The Togetherness Universe 

In the same way that 

a. Every physical innovation of the human is 

a converted non-physical software 

          b. every function is a converted non-physical 

  application, 

          c. by the innovator 

In the same way in the nature 

       a.  Every physical natural creature 

         is a converted non-physical essence ( 

WVLMSFTA etc.), 

        b.  Every function is a converted non-physical 

property 

         c.   By the Main Essence WVLMSFTA etc. and 



                      Property 

 the practicability of this view is existing in the 

functioning universe ) Thereby 

Without Essence and Application, there will not be any 

constructed and functioning creature. And 

Without the Togetherness law , 

Different parts of the creatures couldn’t be together 

For example, if we take water, 

2 hydrogen + 1 Oxygen  = water 

It is the Togetherness Law which keeps the 2 hydrogen 

and 1 oxygen together, thereby creating water. 

Without this Togetherness Law, 

There would be 

H-----------H -------------O 

Hydrogen and Oxygen couldn’t be together and 

As result , there would not be any water. 

It is the same with the whole universe in which, 

The Togetherness Law keeps things together, 

The physical universe with 

the Non-physical part results in 



the existing and functioning universe. 

((((((((((((((((((())))))))))))))))(((((((((((((((((((()))))))))))))) 

  

6.4               Where are these converted 

           a. software and applications in the case of 

innovation and 

          b. essence and properties in the case of natural 

creatures ? 

They are by togetherness 

with the innovated means, in the case of innovation and     

with the creature in the case of creation. 

Again without this Togetherness Law, 

there will not be 

any constructed and functioning innovation in the case of 

the man-made things and 

there will not be 

any constructed and functioning creature 

in the case of the natural creatures. 

As a result , 

the two distinguished points 

/ Soft wares and applications of innovations 

/ Essence and properties of the natural creatures 



1.   Despite this, they are non-physical and have not any 

physical place, 

2.   These non-physical things don’t mix with each other, 

There is not any anarchy,  

( because in the creation there is no random, no  

anarchy,) the MEP as DCDer of the universe is 

an Absolute Intellect with absolute accuracy and absolute 

exactness. 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

 

 

The practicability  

of this view is, again 

/ existing and 

                      / functioning But 

                   / unaware (of its existence) universe. 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

  

6.5    The Non Physical Natural Scientific Life 



In the existing human physical life 

The Personality of every individual uses the physical 

body and non-physical properties and has a “ physical” 

life together with them. 

In the post-democratic and post-physical “natural 

scientific” societies, Will humanity have a “Non-

physical life”? As has been developed , in the present 

societies, every individual has three different lives 

 

I.  The three different lives of the Personality 

 

      A.  Sleeping 

      B.  Awake 

      C.  Awake but without the physical body 

 

           1.  The non-physical sleeping life 

 In the body’s physical sleeping time, 

     The Personality, because of “ not being a physical 

being,” doesn’t sleep and has her or his “ non-physical “ 

life. She or he can go around without the physical body. 

 

                    2.  The physical awake life 

In which the Personality uses the physical body in his or 

her life. 

 

3.   Together life or awake but without  

        the physical body 

In this case, for example, the Personality with the 

physical body is staying in a place and talking with other 

people, But the Personality can leave her or his physical 



body and meeting place and go to other places, in other 

words, despite the fact that he or she “ physically “ is in a 

meeting place, the “ Personality” of the person can be in 

other places. About this point, there are people who say 

that It is “ mind and thoughts”  which go to other 

places. 

                       But according to this study, 

the mind is a non-physical natural USB and thoughts  

( thought is not a thinking property) in this USB are 

without any TAVDA and thereby without 

any DCD properties, thereby, 

mind and thoughts in the mind are not aware of their own 

existence, hereby 

it is the Personality who uses the “ mind and thoughts” in 

it in her or his activities. Thereby, 

In the same way that, 

the Personality, both in sleeping and awake time 

lives without a physical body, 

In the same way, 

not only, in future societies, even in this time, the 

Personality can live without a physical body and without 

a physical universe. 

 

---------------------- 

 

What is lacking is the knowing 

how in creation 

this separation and joining , this togetherness with the 

physical body happens ? 

----------------------- 

The life of the Personality, without any physical body 

and “ all the time “ seems to be impossible but 



as this skill is developed from three different lives, 

even today, the Personality has already two of them, 

what is remaining is the third one which is on the way to 

being discovered. 

In the present time, 

there are around 8000 000 000 “ non-physical “ 

Personalities with their minds, 

they have their own “ independent “ non-physical” life, 

One of the important changes in the future is 

the post democratic, natural scientific home universities, 

these are everybody’s engagement in decision making as 

a researcher, this means that, 

with universal problems, there will be at least 

 8000 000 000 brains of 

natural researchers to take part in the decision making. 

All these brains together 

are a huge intellectual power which can find 

for example, how to separate or join the Personality 

with the physical body with the Togetherness law or 

to make human flight without airplanes possible. etc. etc. 

 

The practicability of these views, 

1.  In the case of separating and joining “ togetherness” 

As it has been developed, this happens both in 

    / the sleeping time and 

   / the togetherness awake time. 

2.  In the case of human physical flight, If somebody 

believes in this point that, the earth with its 

unaccountable weight moves, makes its flight in the sky 

around itself and around the sun 

                 without any man-made means, 

she or he can never claim that 



the human with max 150 kg can not fly. 

1.  The non-physical Personality’s flight, iIn the non-

physical life, the Personality, because of being non 

physical even don’t need to flight, he or she has “ is “ in 

the wished place immediately. For example, 

     In willing, for being inside the sun, inside his or her 

own brain, her or his presence in the middle of sun or 

middle o the brain, is immediately. again because the 

Personality, is not physical.. 

In the case of the brain, 

the Personality as decider for the activities, 

has her and his togetherness center in the brain. 

 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

 

 

6.6    The Five Senses  

 

Different senses or properties have different functions in 

the body but 

 

1.   these physical functioning senses are constructed  

 by their “ non-physical biological software”, 

2.  These soft wares are only different non-physical 

thoughts, thereby, 

they are not physical, 
the seeing sense, hearing sense, talking sense etc. 

which lead to seeing, hearing, talking etc. 

they are rather. non-physical biological soft wares 

which lead to the mentioned functions. 

In addition, 



Based on this point that 

neither the physical part of the senses 

nor their non-physical parts 

are aware of their existence ( except the awareness 

property ), but despite this unawareness, they function, 

this “ unaware functioning” not only is in the case of the 

senses, even it is in the whole universe, these are signs of 

the existence of a Non-Physical Intellectual Being 

who 

has constructed and given function to the universe 

namely the MEP of the universe. 

 

The Start of Creation 
 

Now, related to Chapter Six and the “non-physical 

life, 

the whole universe is started by 

the Non Physical MEP 

Who 

has constructed the universe, by non-physical essence 

and 

has given function to the universe by non-physical 

properties. Thereby 

In relation to the “non-physical “ life, even now, 

the human has mainly “ non-physical” life. 

 

1.  The physical body is swimming in non-physical  

                    WVLIMSFTA etc. 

2.  The Personality is non-physical and has mainly two 

non-physical lives 

3.  The Properties which give different functions to the 

physical body are non-physical. 



The only remaining point for 

a non-physical life and avoiding a man-made life 

with so many intellectual, physical, social, environmental 

diseases and problems is 

taking the last step by concentrating in two points, 

           1.  What happens, with the Personality ( the non-

physical brain and body ) 

           2.  In the case of being in a meeting but changing 

place etc. 

Why Personalities of existing people 

can’t do this work ? 

 

Are the Personalities of awake people different than 

sleeping people ? The answer of this study is  No, No, 

…….. then again, 

Why can’t our Personality take this last step ? 

according to this study, 

the cause generally is that humanity is not active in this 

point. Even the activity of a researcher active in this point 

is not enough. the result becomes, despite the knowledge 

in different subjects related to this point, 

because of not having any knowledge about this point, 

we don’t know anything. For example, 

there are different professors in different subjects, but 

they don’t know anything about Persian or the Swedish 

language, in relation to other languages, 

the point that they don’t understand those languages 

does not means that they are other persons. It is the same 

in the case of the Personality and her or his function. 

 

 ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 



6.7    The Function of Properties 
 

 

The Properties are in three different connections, 

A.       In connection to one’s own body’s activities 

B. In connection to the other people and 

the thinking brain-having creatures. 

      C.     In connection to other natural creatures 

without a thinking brain in the universe. 

 

A. Properties Related to one’s own body 
 

If some Personalities, for example, will talk about 

something, the non-physical Personality makes a non-

physical decision to talk, by using non-physical 

Affecting Properties or applications. In the brain, 

the Personality affects with the non-physical " talking 

app " of the brain and lastly, by affecting the physical 

organ of talking, namely the tongue, mouth etc, 

The Personality talks physically. In this process, 

After 5 non-physical steps, or acts  the non-physical 

Personality makes 

a physical act 
in relation to her or his own body. 

----------------------------------------------------- 

 

B. In connection to other people and 

the thinking brain-having creatures. 
In this connection with other people. 

After the first 5 different non-physical acts, 

instead of affecting one’s own brain and body 

for doing something, 



the Personality 

comes to the " non-physical " Personality and 

non-physical thinking property 

of other people and 

instead of talking physically by the tongue , 

they talk non-physically 
by 

the non-physical " talking " thought. 

 

 

A process which all the time is " non-physical," 

this non-physicality in activities 

can be used in all aspects of human life 

namely 

in the non-physical life 

by 

the different properties in their related cases. 
 

C.  In connection to other creatures 

without a thinking brain, in the universe. 
In this case, creature 

without a thinking brain and thinking property 

Every non-physical Personality, can 

after first 5 non physical acts or steps , 

intellectually, by the" affecting property” affect the 

 " non-physical " essence " of the related creature and do 

the desired changes, 

 

In Cutting  for example, in the case of an apple, 

for example, in the case of cutting an apple from a tree, 

every non-physical Personality, after entering into the 

Essence of the apple, first, the human, by using, his or 



her own “ affecting property” 

affects the fruit's biological laws 

which keep the apple with the tree and, 

after that intellectually changing or cutting 

those laws, for example, “ keeping the apple with the 

tree” to “ not keeping them together,“ 

the apple will fall down on the earth. 

 

 

In Connecting, 
Cutting, connecting etc. happen endlessly 

in the creation, ( among others, in 

the  human body and the forests ) 

without any human help or man-made 

means, 
therefore 

humanity has the possibility of intellectually doing 

the same, cutting and connecting and 

thereby having 

a non-physical life in 

the Non-physical essence and property of the 

universe. 
 

Related to the gravity, 

It has not among others TAVDA properties for 

Being able for being any DCDer. 

As an attractive force, 

All endless, cuttings and connectings 

In the human body, the nature 

falsifying existence of the gravity 

Because 



The earth with its huge attractive gravity force, 

Should not permit any move for physical beings. 

 

 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

 

 

6.8    Subjects to study in the home universities,  

 
Among others are 
 

1.  The Creation’s alphabet and languages 

A.  Inorganic and organic matter's Alphabet 

            And Language 

           B.  Animals language 

           C. Birds’ Language etc. 

2.  The MFP and the five senses ( Both physical and  

non-physical studies related to the physical and non-

physical lives.) 

     3.   the Affecting Property studies 

     4.   universal Nutrition studies 

 

      5.    universal Medicine studies 

 

      6.   universal Natural scientific technology studies, 

   among others, communication technology like 

 

NS Internet and " intellectual " contacts 

instead of man-made mobile contacts 

 

 Globalising Internet and distance studies 



 A.   There are so many educated people in the   

universities they have their own home pages, they can 

make accessible their home pages  globally For those 

who are interested. In this globalization, can help others 

in building needed internet and other networks. 

  

  B.  At the same time trying for discovering among 

others   

         / natural scientific mind internet. 

After discovering needed network, time is for changing 

the man made to the natural scientific 

 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

6. 9 The Aim of Human Creation 

 

Based on the human body, nutrition articles, the whole 

universe and 

the natural scientific beings, 

 

The more the human being knows them, 

The more the human being can have a better and 

better life. 

Hereby, 

everybody, 

should try and follow the NS way of life. 

The body’s, nutrition articles and the universe’s 

WVLMSFTA etc. 

Instead of man-made WVLMSFTA etc. 

By using properties in the natural scientific way, 

people will think natural scientifically, will look natural 

scientifically, will live natural scientifically etc. 



Like a natural scientist researcher in three different areas, 

1.  in relation to his or her own body, 

2.  in relation to other people and 

3.  in relation to other natural beings, for 

     A.  developing towards, relative all knowerness and 

     B.  using them in the best possible way and 

     C.  having the relative best possible NS life. 

Why relative? because the human being is relative and 

can never be absolute. 

 



 

                      Picture :  NS aims  of the human Creation 

 

 

 



Summary 6 

 

  

            ((((((((())))))))))(((((((((())))))))) 

 

Non physical life and activities of everybody 

                          Before 

     Every physical act of the brain  

 
 if some non physical Personality, for example will talk 

about something,  
1.by using non material “ thinking “ property thinks 

    to do something, ex. talking.  

2. by Using non material decision making, 

        property   makes a  decision   ex. talking . by 

3.  Using non material “ affecting property, for 

4.  affects in non material talking property or  

     application of the brain and 

5.  Affects in physical organ of talking and there after 

6.  non physical personality , talks physically . 

      Thereby, physical act of talking is  

           result of  5 non - physical acts.  
In other words, 

          Non physical life gives form and function 

 To the physical life. 

This means that even today, 

   Every non physical personality has mainly a 

   Non physical active life. 

 

           ((((((((())))))))))(((((((((())))))))) 



 

Chapter  is about, human life,  

 

          /  without, her and his physical body and  

          / without physical universe. 

                       based on  
their non physical, essences ( WVLMSFTA etc.) or 

in computer language "soft ware" by which human body 

and universe are constructed and non physical Properties 

or in computer language " applications", by which human 

body and universe have different functions. 

is about, human life 

1.  Not only will be without man made means,  

                  the life   will be 

2.  Even without, human physical body and 

3.  Even without physical Universe , based on their 

    / the non-physical, essences ( WVLMSFTA etc.) or in 

the computer language "software", 

by which the human body and universe are constructed 

and  

      / the non-physical Properties or  applications", 

by which the human body and universe have different 

functions. 

the man-made innovations will be replaced by 

    Natural Scientific discovered 

1.  physical means for physical life without man made   

means in chapter five and 

2.   non physical means for the non physical life 

                 Presented in chapter six. 

 

for ex, the present existing man-made internet will be 

replaced by the 



@ Mind internet @ 
            Of around 8 000 000 000 people’s internet 

 

Universe’s natural scientific Internet 

 

Choosing way of research and study 

 

In the same way that, 

         the whole natural universe has been created, 

without any man made 
         WVLMSFTA etc., and 

In the same way that 

 The universe functions, 
 Without any man made means 

 

In the same way, 

                 the creation WVLMSFTA etc. 

can be studied and used by researches, 

            both in micro and macro levels 

                     without any man made means. 

           because again all natural beings 

                  are created without any man made means. 

thereby 

studies should be based on 

 

  Non physical  Essence network ( WVLMSFTA etc. ) 

and functions related properties or application networks.   

 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

 



The second @ , in  

     @ general constructional network@.  

                        is related to this view that 

 

Every Natural being has many known and un - known 

dimensions in its, her, his essence construction  

( WVLMSFTA etc.) and properties TAVDA & DCD 

dimensions which are different networks. They are 

together 

 First      @ is for first networks and 

 Second @ is for co – related networks 
 

 

General network of every natural scientific being is 

among   others WVLMSFTA etc. in which 

W =  will behind creation of related being, 

Value = Value behind ………. 

L = physical, chemistry biological etc. laws 

M = Mathematics used for construction 

S = structure of the related being 

F = function of ……. 

T = technology, like atom, cell, plant etc. technologies 

A = creational aim of related being etc. 

Thereby 

         basing the study only on, for example mathematics,  

         is nothing less than going astray in the study both  

         in micro and macro levels of the universe. 

How ? 
              For ex. in the co – relations networks 

 In micro level between not discovered pre quarks etc 

      . beings and quarks and their affects in 

function of   quarks, 

mailto:network@.of


In macro level 

 

 between 

              Human  - human WVLMSFTA etc. 

          Networks co – relations and 

together functions for natural scientific 

aimed togetherness ( not man made togetherness like the 

case of dobble – hit )  etc. 

 

It is the same in co – relation between 

 

              Human – animal  

              Human – plants etc. 

 

 :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

Again related to the Innovation and Discovery 

  

   In the same way that, 

  Not discovered pre quark beings, 

  atom, cell, human being, universe 

  are created and function, 

In the same way, 

 Every  human being, 

 Without any other human help or 

 Man made means and make  

               physical and non physical studies and activities 

for example, make any kind of surgery  

even in own body for ex. in own brain. 

Again  

In the same way that 

The brain is created without any human 



help or man made means, 

In the same way, 

 Brain can be treated   

      Without any other human help 

 By every individual herself or himself 

    As it has been developed in chapter 3 , by  

                 “ affecting property of everybody.. 

 

 ::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

The first points for reaching such a society 

 / is starting home universities 

/ developing different natural scientific      

intellectual and physical networks 

 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

 

 

 

Practicability 

 Of these views is again  

 Existing, functioning but unaware universe    

about its own existence 

 

Falsifying 

 

 Rejecter of “ natural scientific societies, 

 Home universities etc. should prove that 

 Without human help and manmade means, 

         The universe could not exists and function. 

 



         Not only this falsification is absolutely impossible 

It becomes an paradox which proves 

 Existence of the universe which is 

Created and function without any human 

being or any man made means. 

Thereby 

The only right way of study and living is 

natural scientific Discovery way.  

 

 

 

   

 

 :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

Three evaluation basis of views 

 

1. Unimabinability 

Establishing natural scientific societies and   

living a natural scientific life 

          Without 

Any human innovated intellectual or 

physical means, 

     Seems to be unimaginable but 

2. Undeniability 

     It is undeniable, that 

 Man made innovations are not  

 Natural scientific means and  

                    As it has been mentioned, 

In the same way that, 

Not discovered beings, particles, atom, 

cell ,human brain,  



                earth, sun and the whole universe, 

              are created and function  

without any human help or man made 

means or innovations, 

             In the same way, 

  humanity can 

                       Discover Natural scientific means 

    and solve all his and her 

Intellectual, physical, social, technological   

environmental etc. problems, 

Without any need for man made means or 

innovations. 

 3.. the only way 

 The only right way is, 

     Natural scientific discovery way. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

  

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

   
 

You are welcome , by sending your 

views to the following address 

 

                            

www.futuresocieties.net 

           

info@futuresocieties.net 

      

universeview@futuresocieties.net 

  

 

 :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

  

 

 

  
 


